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Straus Giroux Sem Sandberg gives a gripping and grim account of the Lodz Ghetto and its boss Chaim Rumkowski 
Months after conquering Poland and parts of the Soviet Union the Nazis or Fiction of true moral force brilliantly 
sustained and achieved I find it difficult to think of any book that has had such an immediate and powerful impact on 
me Brave and brilliant Hilary Mantel author of Wolf HallIn February 1940 the Nazis established what would become 
the second largest Jewish ghetto in the Polish city of L oacute dz Its chosen leader Mordechai Chaim Rumkowski a 
sixty three year old Jewish businessman and orphanage direc ldquo Mesmerizing An irresistible work of fiction 
absorbing from first page to last Dickens would have been very pleased with this novel rdquo Carmen Callil The 
Guardian London ldquo Was Rumkowski a sinner or a saint Collaborator or a l 
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